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rEXCITATION OF FLAT PANELS DUE TO LATERALLY
UNCORRELATED FLUCTUATING PRESSURES
By William W. Boyd
StZW.ARY
This paper contains an analysis of the response of a panel element
to a fluctuating pressure. The pressure is characterized by a lateral
correlation coefficient of 0 or 1 and an exponentially damped cosine
longitudinal spatial correlation distribution in the direction of wave
propagation.
Expressions for the joint acceptance and cross-joint acceptance
are developed for this particular forcing function. The results of the
analysis are then applied to a flat panel with four edges simply sup-
ported.
INTRODUCTION
Various papers have appeared in the literature from time to time
which have attempted to clarify the parameters involved in the dynamic
response of beams, panels, and other structural elements (refs. 1
and 2). One of the most important of these parameters describes the
coupling of an acoustic field with the vibration characteristics of a
structure. The value of this parameter, known by acousticians as the
"joint acceptance," measures how well the acoustic forcing function
fits the structural vibration shape, thereby providing a gage of the
efficiency of the excitation-response coupling.
One of the most interesting and elucidating of the papers concern-
ing the structural acoustic coupling of flat panels was written by
Daniel Bozich (ref. 3). Briefly, Bozich discussed the joint acceptance
of flat panels to a pressure wave 1-h is characterized by an exponen-
tially damped cosine correlation, distr;')ution in the direction of wave
propagation. This particular co^ ••elat_on distribution is exhibited in
the fluctuating pressure fields creimLed by turbulent airflows around
47
space vehicles. Correlation measurements taken during wind tunnel tests
of rigid body space vehicle models indicate a decrease in spatial cor-
relation which approaches exponential decay as the separation distance
between measurement points increases. Bozich chose the longitudinal
axis of the panels as the direction of propagation and the pressure was
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the panel width, that is, the
pressure was perfectly correlated across the width of the panel. As a
result of Bczich's assumption regarding the lateral spatial correlation
of the pressures, the joint acceptance for all mcdes with an even number
--	 of half'-waves across the panel width was zero. Theoretically then,
these modes would not contribute to the response of the panel. In real-
ity, the inflight aerodynamic pressure wave would result in some sort of
circumferential or lateral correlation distribution over a structure or
structural element. However, it is not the purpose of this paper to
discuss all of t.ie many possible foams of this lateral correlation dis-
tribution but to limit the analysis to a particular type that results
from a planned acoustics test condition for large space vehicles. This
test consists of enshrcuding the periphery of a vehicle by 16 independ-
ent acoustic ducts, each duct being fitted to the vehicle in such a way
as to prevent the acoustic pressures propagated down it from affecting
the pressures in the ducts on either side. No force, however, is applied
to the vehicle by the duct assemblies themselves. 'There is a separate
acoustic noise transducer coupled with a random programing signal gener-
ator for each of the 16 ducts. With the acoustic ducts, transducers,
and signal generators arranged in this fashion, it is possible to obtain
very nearly correlated or uncorrelated pressures around the circumference
of the structure simply by driving all of the acoustic transducers with
a single random signal generator (correlated) or by driving each of the
transducers with separate random signal generators (uncorrelated).
Although the test will be accomplished on a shell-type structure, an
analysis of a flat panel should serve to demonstrate the variation of
the joint acceptance coefficients for laterally uncorrelated fluctuating
pressures.
It is, therefore, the purpose of this paper to derive expressions
for joint acceptance coefficients of a flat panel for the pressure dis-
tribution described above. The width of the panel will be assumed to
be divided into an arbit:sry number of pressure strips, corresponding to
the acoustic ducts which span the panel length (fig. 1). Each pressure
strip has an exponentially damped cosine correlation distribution over
the length of the panel and the lateral correlation coefficient of the
pressures between all ducts may be 1 or 0. In order to facilitate a
comparison of results presented by Bozich, a flat panel with simply sup-
ported edge conditions will be taken as a special case.
i
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SYMBOLS
p total surface area of panel
=	 p,p
t r.
surface area of panel over which the r t " 	 and q
r' pressure strips are assumed to impinge
a,b length and width of panel, respectively
Eh 
D panel bending rigidity,
12C1_u2
d number of pressure strips and/or acoustic ducts
spanning the width of the panel
E elastic modulus
F	 (iw),F*	 (-iw) (mn)th and (ps) th modal component of the Fourier
mn	 ps spectrum of the generalized force (*indicates
complex conjugate)
F
mn
(t),F s (t) (mn)th and (ps) th modal components of the gener-
p alized force
h panel thickness
12 ,joint acceptance
mn
12 cross-,joint acceptance
mnps
^2
rth component of the ,joint acceptance resulting
rgmn
from the qth pressure strip
rth component of the cross-,joint acceptance
rgmnps
resulting from the qth pressure strip
'2
rth component of the ,joint acceptance resulting
rrmn
from the rth pressure strip
4j2
rrtnnps	
rch component of the cross-point acceptance
resulting from the rth pressure strip
K	 acoustic wave number We)
Mmn ,Mps	 generalized mass
m,p integer mode number associ.ated with the half-
bending waves along the longitudinal (x-) axis
of the panel
n,s integer mode number associated with the half-
bending waves along the lateral (y-) axis of
the panel
P(x,y,t) fluctuating pressure
Pr(x,y,t),Pa(x,y,t) rth and qth fluctuating pressure strips
Rrq(x,x',y,y') normalized pressure space correlation for
points (x,y) of the rth pressure strip and
points	 (x',y') of the qth pressure strip
Rrr(x,x',y,y') normalized pressure space correlation function
for points	 (x,y) and (x',y') measured over the
rth pressure strip
r,q integers associated with an arbitrary pressure
strip and/or acoustic duct
S
mn
(w) power density spectrum of the (mn) th modal com-
ponent of the generalized force
Smnps(W) cross power density spectrum of the (mnps) th modal
components of the generalized force
Srq(z,x',y,y';w) pressure space correlation function for
points (x,y) of the rth pressure strip and
(x',y') of the qth pressure strip
5Srq (w) cross power density spectrum of the rth and
9th .pressure strips
Srr (x,x',y,y;w) pressure space correlation function for
points (x,y) and (x',y') measured over the
rth pressure strip
Srr (w) power density spectrum of the rth pressure strip
Sw (w) power density spectrum of panel displacement
V.
	(s,y),Vps(x,y) normalized panel eigenfunctions
W deflection of flat panel
(x,y) arbitrary points on surface of panel
(x',y') arbitrary points, other than (x,y) on surface of
panel
Z= ,Zps generalized complex mechanical impedance
a panel damping
a acoustic wave length
u Poisson's ratio
P panel mass per unit area
W circular frequency
Q,Y,R integers 1,2,3,...
0 degree of correlation between the rth and qth
r pressure strips
THEORY
The desired expressions for the ,point acceptance and cross-joint
acceptance coefficients are derived from the sol ,rti.on of the equation
of motion cf a lightly damped flat panel excited by a homogeneous,
^k
f;
random in space and time, fluctuating pressure field. Based on the
assumptions of small-deflection plate theory, the equation of motion
of the panel can be written as
2
pv 4w + sat +p a 2 = P(r.,Y,t)	 (1)
at
The steady-state solution to equation (1) can be expressed in a doubly
infinite series
00
V (^Y)F
w ( x ,Y, t ) =	 mnx
	
( Z 
mn (t)	 (2)
mn mn
m=1 n=1
where
	
Fmn(t) = f P( x ,Y, t ) V
mn
( x , y ) dA	 ^3)
The power density spectrum of the displacement is
00
E:E- V
2 S^(w )
	
'mnVpsSmnps{ w )
S (w) _	 -	 +	 *	 (4)
w	
m=1 n=1 IzI mn
	
m=1 n=i p=1 s=1 ZmnZpsMmnMps
The power density spectrum and the cross power density spectrum of tae
generalized force are
	
li flFmnI2	 s)S i^ (3 = lim 	 l
•
	
Steps( w) = lim I F^Fps	( 6)
T_
. -
r_
=	 M1
where Fmn is the Fourier sDectr_• of the generalized. force and is
defined as
00
i
Fmn - 2n Fmn(t)e dt
and
t
F ps	 2n Fps(t)el^dt
_W
Equations `j and (6) are easily -I'apted to the present case. The
pressures are assimed to be uniformly distributed over the width of
the strip and are characterized by an exponentially clamped cosine
correlation function along the length of the panel. Thus, for an
arbitrary number of pressure strips d there will be d generalized
forces of the form k' M11 	 Therefore, the total generalized force
becomes
d
F
mn
(t) =ZF
rmn
(t)	 (7)
r =1
where
Frmr =f  Pr (x ' Y't) Vmn (x ' Y) 'fir
A
r
8Performing the appropriate Fourier transformations on ea_uation (7) and
substituting into equations ( 5) and (6) results ir.
^ r	 1
= ^ =	 ymn(x,Y)Vmn(x' "' } 2-r
	
l,m 2T
i
Ir A Aq
	
r '	 J Q
T
P 
r 
P dt e"-' dT dAr dA '
,	
q
IT	
=jY
z
SIDS	 v ( X ,Y) v (x 
"Y 	 l	 lim 1
	
'•	 m..	 os	 27f	 I	 PT
(8)
9Separating e quations (8) and (5) into the sums of two series
=^	 '^ S (x,x',y,y';w) dA dA5	 '
mn JA A V 
mn
V 
M-1  !l^^^^ rr	 r r
r	 I=^
r	
d d
+^ }Vmn	 Srl(x,x',Y,Y';w) dA , dAq '(r 0 q)	 (10)Ar A4,	
r=1 q=1
d
S1r f V V	 c	 ,L''npS Jib A ' mnPS'^yrr(x^x' ^Y^Y ` ;^) ^^, ^I•'
r r	 r=1
d
+J	 ,mnv	 7. Srq(x,x',y,Y';w} dA
r dAq '(r # q )	 (11)
ArI o	 r=1 q=1
Rewriting equations (10) and (11)
S = A`
	
rr	 V vrr
mn	 A2fj , mn mn i Srr (W)	 ^r r
r=1 
[[dam^
t^u
S(x^x'^Y^Y`;W)
+ A2 V V r	 dA dA`(r # ) (12)
	
mn mr.	 Srgm	
r q
qr=l 
T
i-
s
10
2
Y
i Srr .-
	
Srr(X'X"Y'Y' ;w)
S ps = A	 ^	 ^ v '
	 dAte	 dA '
A` A A ' mn ps	 Srrw 	 r r
 r
d dr
2	 Srq	 Sn (X , X "Y,Y' ;w)
T A	 2	 V V
	 dA dA (r # q)
r=1 q=1 A A A' mn ps	 Srq w,	 r
q
(13)
Equations (12) and (13) can then be written as
i
i
d
2^	 1S^ = A	
Srr A2fA; '
Rrr (x'X'^Y^Y')J^V^' dAr dAr
r=1 
d d
^ 
+ A2 7
	
S	 2	 Rrq(x,x',Y,Y')VmnVmn` dAr dA '(r # q)
r=1 q=1
	 A A A'
	
q
r q
(14)
and
d
S	 = A2	 S	 1r
m_nps
	 rr A2
fA rJA r
Rrr(x,x',Y,Y')V
mn ps	 r	 r
V ' dA dA '
d d
+ A 2
	
1lArjAcl
Srq	 1	
Prq(x,X',Y,Y')V^Vps' dAr d.A '(r # q)
r=1 q=1 
	 '
(15)
2	 _ 1
^rrmn A2
AA '
r r
R
rr	 mn mn
(x,x',y,y')V V ' dA 
r 
dA 
r '
(1$)
where
srr(x,x',Y,Y, >W)
prr ( x , x ,Y^Y ) =
	 Srr(W)
and
Sr (x•x',Y,Y';W)
Rrq ( x : x "y,y , ) =	 q	 (w)
ra
Finally eauations (14) and (15) become
d	 d d
SIM - A2ZSrr`w)^rmn(w) 
+A2
Z 
ZSrq(W)irq^(w)(r q)
r=1	 r=1 q=1
and
d	 c d
S	 = A2ES (w)j 	(w) + A 2 7,Srq(w)j2(w)(r^q)mnps	 rrrrmnps 
	 rgmnrs
r=1	 r=1 q=1
where
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(16)
(17)
J rq	 = 2 f	 Rrq(x,x',Ysy "V V ' dAr dAq '	 (19)
A JA fA
r q
12
2	
_ 1
j rrmnps (w)	A2fArfA  '
r
R
rr	 mn ps	 r	 r
(x,x',y,y')V V ' dA dA '
	 (20)
i
ij2	 (w) = 1	 R (x,x',Y,Y' )V V ' dA dA '(r # q)	 (21)rgmnps	
A2 A
ra	 mn ps	 r aJA'
rq
Now, let 3rr ( w) = S(w) and S rq( w ) = S(w) cos 0rq where cos 0rq
represents the degree of correlation between the r th pressure strip
and the qth pressure strip. Equations ( 16) and (17) can be written as
d	 d d
 Z ZSin = A2S(w1	
Jrrmr +	 Jrg cos bra	
(22)
r=1	 r=1 q=1
and
	
sd
	
d d
Smnps - A2S(w) ^ jr^ps +	 ^jrgmnps cos Grq	 (23)
	r =1	 r=1 q=1
The brac l^eted terms in equations (22) and ( 23) are the desired expres-
sions for the joint acceptance and cross-,joint acceptance
	
d	 d d
 
Z Z ,2
imn -Zj
2rmr,
r 	 }	 "rgmn cos ¢^rq	 (24)
	r =1	 r=1 q=1
s_
ri
13
	
d	 d d
`) mnps zirrmnps + N ^jrgmnps cos 0 r	 (25)
r=1	 r=1 q=1
Substituting equations (22) ana (23) into equation (4), the displacement
power density spectrum of the panel becomes
	
A2 V2 S(w) j2	 sm m QD 42V
m.7VpsS(^)^anp s
Sw_
	
-Z	 M2 +	 L^	 Z Z*M M	
(26)
m=l n=1 I m_	 mn	 m=1 n=1 p=1 s=1 mn ps mn ps
Let us examine equations (24) and (25) in terms of the pressure distri-
bution described above, rewriting the equations in the following way
d
2 ^
	
Rrr(x,x' ,Y,Y' )Vmn.V ' dAr dry
	
mn 
A r=1 AJA '	
mn
r r
d d
+ A2
	
	
Rrq(x,x',y,y')cos 0 V^V^' dA r dAq '	 :27)
r=1 q=1 Arfq'
d
2	 1
	
Jmnps = 2	 j
A 
Rrr(x^x'^Y^Y')V^Vps' ^1 ^
A	
r
J
r=1 A.r r'
d d
+
1 E
-2	
Rrq(x,x' 	 Y,Y "cos ^rgVmnVps t
 ^r dA	 (28)
r=1 q=1 A JA
r a
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The functions Rrr(x,x',y,y') and Rrq(x,x',y,y') in equations (27)
and (28) are the spatial correlation distributions which, in the case of
aerodynamically generated pressure waves propagating along the X-axis of
the panel, are approximately a damped cosine function, that is
Rrr (x,x "Y,Y ) = Rrq (x,x iY,Y ) = e	 cos K(x - x')	 (29)
Substituting equation (29) into equations (27) and (28) gives
d
32
m,n
	 2	 V^nV ,e-PK(x-x' ) cos K(x - x_' ) dAr dAr'V
r=1 YA fA
r r
d d
+ z,
).A2	
VV ^ , e
-PK(x-x )
cos K(x - x')cos 0rq dAr dAq'
r=1 q=1 JAr A ;q
(30)
,
'^ 2 s	 2	
V^1V s^,-PK(x-x cos K(x - x') dAr dA
p -	 F	 P
r=1 AJA
r r
d d
+
Z E 2	 VmnVps,e-PK(x-x 
) cos K(x - x')cos 0rq dAr dAq'
rr =l q=1 AArIAq'
(31)
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It can be assumed that the eigenfunctions V
an
(x,y) can be expressed
as a product of two eigenfunctions for beams having end conditions
similar to the panel. Thue
Vmn ( x ,Y) = 'Dm(x)Tn(Y)	 (32)
Substituting equation (32) into equations (30) and (31)
d
	
^ 2	1	 4' (Y) Y (Y , )^D (x),A (X,),-PK(x-x )_
	
mn	 A2	 n	 .I	 m	 m
r=1 fA fA
r r
Z ZA
ddd
cos K(x - x') dAr dAr ' + 	 2
1 f^'n(Y)'^n(Y,)^m(x)(Pm(x')e-PK(x-x')
A A
r q
cos K(x - x')cos 
0 r dAr dAq'	 (33)
d
_ ZA
J2	 2T (Y)`^p(Y'),D x)(D (x')e-PK(x-x')
r=1fA fA'
r r
d d
cos K(x - x' ) dAr
 di+r	 U' + 7 Z 2
r=1 q=1 A
Jyn(Y)Tp(Y,)(Dm(x),Ds(x')e-PK(x-x )
A A
r q
TV
cos K(x - x')cos 0 r dAr dAq '	 (34)
Y	 Y
r	 r
1
9 nnrr b2
Yr-1 Yr-1
i
T n (Y) yn (Y' ) dy dy'	 (37)	 1
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Now let us define
a a
_	 r (w) = 2
	
(^(x)^ (x')e-PK(x-x ) cos K(x
 - x') dx dx' (35)
min
a 0 0
a a
rms
(w) = —1,f -?^(x)^ (x')
e-PK(x-x') cog K(x - x') dx dx' (36)
a J^
And further
Yr yq
0
	
`^n(Y)yn(Y') dy dy'	 (38)
nnrq b
2	 1
	 t
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Equations (33) and (34) then can be written
d
^mn
(w)
 - Z ennrrrmm(w)
r=1
d
2
^2tTIS W =	 9 nprrrm
r=1
d	 d
+ Z 7, e nnrg rmm(w)cos Orq	 (41)
r=1 q=1
d d
S(W) + E z e nprgms (w)cos ^rq ( 42)
r=1 q=1
The bounds on the lateral correlation 
0 r 
are:
1. Each pressure strip is generated with an independent pro-
graming signal source, that is, cos 0 r = 0.
2. Each pressure strip is generated with the same programing
signal source, that is, cos 
0 r 
= 1.
The case for which cos 0	 = 1 will be discussed later since it
rq
reduces to the correlation conditions in Bozich's analysis. For now,
it is most interesting to examine the condition for which cos 
0 r = 01
that is, the rth pressure strip is completely uncorrelated with the
thq pressure strip. Equations (41) and (42) then reduce to
d
j`mn	 nnrrrmm(w)	 (43)
r=1
d
	
J mnps -z ^nprrrms(w)	 (44)
r=1
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Thus, we have an expression for the ,joint acceptance and cross-,joint
acceptance of a panel excited by laterally uncorrelated acoustic
pressures.
SPECIAL CASE
It is helpful at this point to discuss a specific example so as
to determine how the laterally uncorrelated pressures will affect the
panel response. For simplicity, a flat panel which has simple sup-
ported Edge conditions has been chosen. The panel eigenfunctioi.s in
this case are
V (x,y) = 'D (x)'Y (y) = sin mnx sin n^
mn	 m	 n	 a	 b
Rewriting equations (37) and (39) and integrating over the limits
yr-1	
kr d)b and y
r	 , :,re obtain
	rb	 rb
	
a	 d
	
ennrr _ 2	 sin 
nb 
sin nz dy dy'
b (r-1 )b (r-1)bd--d
and
rb	 rb
1 a a	 ,
9
nprr
	
2	 sin nb sin ce dy dy'b (r-1)b (r-1)b
d	 d
Integrating, equations (46) and (47) reduce to
(r - 1)n7 2_ (
6 nnrr	 nn) 2 cos rdn - cos	 d
J
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
3
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and
_	 1	 rnrr	
I
1
	
e nprr	 2 
cos d - cos (r -dl)n^J cos ra - cos (r -dl)pn
npn
(49)
Substitution of equations (48) and (49) into equations (0) and (44)
yields the expressions
	
d	 2
j^ 	 2	 cos ray - cos (r d1)nn- r
.(w)	 (50)
(nn ) r,
d
2	 _	 1	 rnn	 (r - 1}nn	 rp-	 (r - 1}per
mnps	 2	 cos d -cos	 d	 cos d - ccs	 d	 rms(w)
npn r=1
(51)
Rewriting equations (50) and (51)
	
2	
4d
	
.5	 =
	
2 6nn r (w)	 (5e)
(nn)
	
^j 22	 = 
4d A 
r^(w)
	 (53)n
Fs npn2 P
where
d2
i = d	 cos d^ - cos 
(r -dl)n'r 	 (54)
nn r!!!
r=1
I
I20
3
^np Ld z
Ios . - cos (^• -dl )iin cos rd - cos ( r -dl )p
	
(55)
At this point the cross-Joint acceptance, as expressed by equation (53),
Will be neglected in order to use the Joint acceptance equation (52)
to sake a direct comparison With Bozich's results. U pon integrating
equation (33). the expression for r 
ms 
(m) becomes
rrim	 = 2
 e- )(a 2 = 2 +
a	 Y + H
l
_I	 ^^-X sin Ha - h cos Ha]
^2 + I2 y	 H2 + X2
n	 \
+ [X S 4 -Ia-I sin Hal)_	 'Y	 -	 X
X`+I2
	
X.+I2 X`+rig
r `i sin Ia - X cos Ia]1([:i sin Ha - X cos Haj
X2 + I '	 i 
_ 
\	 X2 + H2
+ a	 X	 _- + a	 I	 +	 H
2 
X 2+I2	
2+2	 2 
X 
2 + I	
X
2	 2+H2X
a X _—^—I
2 X2 + I2 X2 + H` J
(50)
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where
x=^, H= °n
 ' and I= m- K
a
It should -be observed that for an equivalent decay constant P equa-
tion (56) would exactly correspond to Rczich's equation (19) (ref. 4).
RESULT'S AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of the response of a flat panel due to the strip
loading of laterally uncorreiated fluctuating pressures has resulted
in expressions for the joint acceptance and cross-joint acceptance
coefficients which are applicable to all panels with classical boundary
conditions. However, to facilitate making a comparison with an earlier
analysis by Bozich, a panel with simply supported edges was taken as
a special case.
The laterally correlL___,d pressures assumed by Bozich rest0.ted in
zero joint acceptance coefficients fcr all modes having an even nt=ber
of half-wave lengths along the lateral axis of the simply supported
panel. However, the analysis of a similarly supported panel for the
laterally uncorrelated pressures producea results quite tc the con-
tra?°, .
The essential difference in the two joint acceptance coefficients
lies in the ft:.ction ean defined by e gaation (54) . Figure 2 eras
constructed to demonstrate the dependence of Ann on the number of
pressure strips and the mode number. It should be noticed that the
function A,nn is zero for n/d ratios which are even integers. in
fact, an interesting relationship can be derived by evaluating this
function at the zero point
d	 2
.A 	 _	
rn	 (r - 1)rn	 0	 (5	cosnn 4d	 - cos	 dy
r=l
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Since the bracketed term of equation (571) is always positive, every
term in the sumr.^.ati.on roast be identically zero. So the V th term may be
written
cos 4rn = cos (V - 1)nr.	
V = 1,2 3	 (58)d	 d	 '
where
Vn = Y; Y = 1,2,3,	 (59)d
I
and
(V - 1)n =d	 (6C)S2;	 S2 = l,c, ,,
substituting eaiiation (59) into e quation (60)
(Y - Q) = d
	
(61)
Equation (58) indicates that Y and Q must eit.,er simultaneously
be cad integers or even integers. As a result of this it is easy to
see that the differenc,: between Y and Q will be an integer multiple
of 2, that is
-	 _	 = n
	
=	 ;(Y	 i2)	 2P.	 a; R	 1,2,3,	 (62)
Thus, for a specific number of pressure strips, all ,joint acceptance
coefficients will have a value other than zero except those for which
F
	
	
the lateral mode number n is equal to the number of pressure strips
times 2R, R = 1,-n ,3,4 . . . Interpreting these results in still
another way, the zero joint acceptance coefficients occur whenever an
even number of lateral half-waves coincide with the width of a Ares-
(
	
	
sure strip. Remembering that Bozich's enaiysis is equivalent to an
arbitrary number of correlated pressure strips, equation (41) can be
I
t
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used (with cos rq = 1) to emphasize the differences in the results
for the two pressure correlation conditions
3	 d d
^ 2 = ^^	 +	 7,
6
	
r(63)
nnrq r2^
r=1	 r=1 q=1
Rewriting equation (63)
2 __	 4	 ,
„G	 r
Jmn	 (n7r )e. nn mm
where
d	 2	 d d
_ 1	 rnn	 (r - 1)nr lGnn' 4	 cos d -cos	 d	 J + 7. Z
rr=1	 r=1 q=1
cos ran - cos 
(r -di)nr 
cos a - cos 
(q -d1.)n-r (65)I [
	 J
	
i for n = 1,3,5,
	
2n - 1
G	 ' _
nn	 0 for r_ = 2,4,6,	 2n
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the values of the twc functions G
n 
and
n.
Gnn ' for several mode numbers. Figure 3 represents the case ft,- which
three pressure strips occur over the panel width. As seen in equa-
tion (65) above, Bozich's analysis indicates that the ,joint acceptance
coefficients for n = 2,4,6,8,10, et cetera, would be zero, while the
odd modes n = 1,3,5, et cetera, would have nonzero coefficients. The
uncorrelated pressure strips, however, produce nonzero ,joint acceptance
(64)
j2
mn
J 
2 `	 d^nn
mn J\ B
n = 1,3,5, ... 2n - 1(d # 1) (67)
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coefficients for the n = 2,4,8,10 modes in addition to all of the
odd modes n = 1,3,5, et cetera. As indicated earlier, the lateral
modes which have zero joint acceptance coefficients are n = 6,12,
that is, 2Rd. Figure 4 shows the number of modes having nonzero
joint acceptance coefficients for the condition where four pressure
strips are distributed over the width of the panel. Again, the case
of correlated pressure strips, corresponding to Bozich's analysis,
indicates that only the odd number modes have nonzero joint acceptance
coefficients. The uncorrelated pressure strips, however, result in
nonzero joint ac eptance coefficients for the n = 2,4,6,10,12 modes
as well as all odd modes n = 1,3,5,7, et cetera, and as expected,
the mode which results in eight lateral antinodcs has a joint accept-
ance of zero.
An interesting comparison of the joint acceptance coefficient
frequency spectra of two modes for laterally uncorrelated and corre-
lated pressure strips is shown in figure 5. The figure was constructed
for the specific case of 16 pressure strips distributed over the panel
width. It is interesting to note that for the particular modes shown
in figure 5 the laterally uncorrelated pressure strips r:_.ulted in
joint acceptance coefficients which are only slightly lower than the
coefficients for the laterally correlated pressure strips. It should
also be observed that the shape of the coefficient frequency spectra
for laterally uncorrelated pressures is similar in shape to the corre-
sponding coefficient frequency spectra for the laterally correlated
pressures. Indeed, it is easily demonstrated that onl :l ?. factor
involving the width of the pressure strips and 
Ann 
separates the
two cases. Bozich's expression for the joint acceptance can be written
as
jam/
M4 mm
B	 (nn)
Dividing equation (52) by equation (66)
(66)
k
_.	 r
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It is easily seen that for a given number of pressure strips the
ratio ^^1/,^ ^1 approaches R maximum of d as A nn approaches 1
_	 B
which occurs for values of d = 1,3 ,5,7, et cetera. This simply means
that the more closely an odd number of half-waves n coincides with
the width of a pressure strip the I-rger will be the ratio j 	 j
mn^ mn)B•
The dep o_ndence of this ratio on [ an is substantiated by figure 5.
Figure 2 shows that Ann is very small in the region where d is
very small, and thus, the ratio of the ,joint acceptance coefficient
frequency spectra for the two correlation conditions would be expected
to be small, as verified by figure 5. It can be anticipated, there-
i
	
	 fore, that a comparison, between a laterally uncorrelated and a later-
ally correlated fluctuating pressure field would reveal that the
uncorrelated pressures were less effective in exciting the lower vibra-
tion modes than the correlated pressure field. However, the laterally
correlated pressure field would tend to suppress the modes with an
given number of lateral half-waves.
Figure 6 shows the mo(ies having nonzero joint acceptance coef-
ficients for t"e ,cases of i6 pressure strir)s which are uncorrelated
and completely correlated. The correlated pressure strips have zero
,oint acceptance coefficients for all -given lateral mode numbers while
all of the odd mode nurse= : -, •s have nonzero coefficients. The uncorre-
lated pressure strips f^ cult in nonzero ,joint acceptance coefficients
for all 'modes exceFt tr,) •,e which have 2Rd lateral antinodes, such
as n = 32.
Figures 7 and 8 are included to illustrate the shape of the joint
acceptance frequency spectra for several modes of vibration which
have an even number of lateral antincdes. These figures were con-
structed for the case where 16 pressure strips are distributed over
the panel width. Figures 7 and 8 also serve to demonstrate the selec-
tivity of these panel modes for decay factors of P = 1/20 and P = 1,
respectively.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The mathematical analysis of the response of - flat panel to an
arbitrary number of pressure strips has resulted in expressions for
the ,joint acceptance and cross-,joint acceptance which can be evaluated
for various lateral correlation conditions between the pressure strips.
Applying the results of the analysis to the special case of a simply
t
:k I
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supported panel excited by completely uncorrelated pressure strips
revealed a definite dependence of the ,joint acceptance coefficients
upon the number of pressure strips and the lateral mode number. It
was found that all ,joint acceptance coefficients involving the odd
lateral mode numbers were greater than zero. With respect to the
,joint acceptance coefficients involving the even lateral mode numbers,
however, all were nonzero except those for which an even number of
half-waves zoincided with the width of a pressure strip.
In addition, an interesting relationship was found to exist
between the joint acceptance coefficients resulting from laterally
uncorrelated pressure strips and the coefficients resulting from
laterally correlated pressure strips. The ratio of the uncorrelated
-o correlated joint acceptance coefficients proved to be very small
for the lower lateral modes. An experiment involving the response
of a structure to both a correlated and an uncorrelated pressure field
might show that the correlated pressure field produces higher responses
in the frequency regime corresponding to the lower lateral modes.
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